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A Graphical Inquiry into Trend Following

Charles E. Cain

In order for trend following to be a viable trading strategy for traders, it 
must be established that prices in financial markets actually do move in 
trends.  If they do, then is it possible for a trader to profit from this sort of 
price movement?

Introduction

There has been much written about the existence of randomness and of trends in financial 
markets.  Are price movements totally random?  Can a trader take advantage of a lack of 
randomness to make a profit by trading in the direction of an established trend?  This 
paper attempts to address these issues.

Method

Define a series of events where each event can have one of two outcomes.  A coin toss 
can be either heads or tails.  A market price can be either down from the price in the 
previous period, or it can be up.  Assume the market being studied is sufficiently active as 
to make an unchanged price so rare an occurrence that grouping “unchanged” with “up” 
will not distort results.

Flip a coin a sufficiently large number of times.  Keep count of the number and duration 
of repeating sequences, e.g. five heads in a row, three down periods in a row.  Plot the 
various durations of sequence as a percentage of the total number of sequences observed.  
Figure 1 presents the results of a computer simulated flipping of a fair coin.  The graph
looks a great deal like a normal distribution.  Note that there can be long sequences, even 
in random data.

Fig. 1
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Now repeat the exercise with a “trending coin”, which exhibits the following behavior: 
70% of the time, the coin results in heads or tails in a totally random fashion, and 30% of 
the time, the coin repeats the previous result without regard for whether the previous 
result was heads or tails.  The results of this exercise are shown in Figure 2, 
superimposed over the graph obtained from the random behavior of the fair coin.  Notice 
that the probability of the “one in a row” sequences have decreased and that the 
probability of longer sequences has increased.

Fig. 2
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This is what random versus trending looks like in a perfect, artificially created world.  Is 
the behavior of real world financial markets more like the random world or more like the 
trending world?  Take a price series such as the closing price of S&P Depository Receipts 
at intervals of five trading days.  Replace the concept of “heads” with “up” and “tails” 
with “down” and determine the duration and frequency of sequences within this price 
series.  The results obtained using live data are shown in Figure 3, superimposed on the 
random and trending plots.

Fig. 3
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Discussion

The graph in Figure 3 contains a “random” line (from the “Fair Coin”), a “trending” line 
(from the “Trending Coin”), and a “market” line (from the “Live Data Sample”).

The two most obvious things to notice are: that the Live Data Sample line is sometimes 
above and sometimes below both the random and trending lines; and, that, unlike both the 
random line and the trending line, the Live Data Sample line is asymmetric.  Notice that 
down-trends in the range of three through five periods occur with less frequency than 
would be predicted by randomness, while isolated, one-in-a-row down periods occur with 
a frequency higher than that predicted by randomness.  This is not mirrored on the up 
side.  This would be consistent with the market absorbing bad news with drops that are 
quicker than the corresponding rises associated with good news.  However, it is not 
necessary that a trend following trader agree with this explanation or even care about an 
explanation.  It is only important that the trader realize that the asymmetry exists.

Another area of interest is the area of four through five up periods.  Here the Live Data 
Sample is clearly above the random area.  The difference between the two lines 
represents the excess returns which are available to a trend following trader.

Although it is difficult to distinguish on the scale of this graph, the Live Data Sample also 
exceeds the random prediction for both up and down extremes (greater than nine 
periods).  This is another area of excess returns available to the trend following trader.  
Even though these outliers are rare, they are still of great significance.  A trend lasting 
longer than nine weeks has the potential for a large magnitude profit when it happens, 
even if it doesn’t happen often.

Conclusion

Trend following is a viable strategy, however successful implementation is dependent 
upon the skill of the practitioner.  When other price series from other markets or other 
time frequencies are analyzed using the method described above, different curves result, 
including some that closely trace the random “Fair Coin” line.  The trader should choose 
markets and time scales where excess profits from trending are most readily available in 
order to maximize profits.  The distribution of trends is uneven, therefore, the successful 
trader must plan entry points so as to be in the market on the correct side at the time when 
trending behavior might reasonably be expected to dominate and to exit the market when 
random behavior is likely to be in control.  Because all graphs of all markets in all time 
scales exhibit some component of randomness the successful practitioner must be 
prepared to defend against the random behavior with a money management strategy.
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